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In their wider artistic practice,
David Clarke and Tracey Rowledge
are fascinated by the role objects
play in our lives, how familiar
objects can become strange and
the strange become familiar. The
trust that they have in each other
from many previous collaborations
enables them to push and challenge
each other. As Tracey says “We
unsettle each other mutually about
an object or an idea and then we
can shift it together to a place of
understanding”. They are interested
in how the passage of time affects
the way we relate to things and also
how context can change the way we
value objects. For example, a piece
displayed in a museum immediately
tells us it is of historic value and
important; a china figurine on an
aunt’s mantelpiece is more personal
in its association and its value may
be more sentimental than financial.
But like a familiar perfume or a song,
such objects have the ability to
transport us back in time to a place,
to that aunt’s house, to the age we
were when we were last there. It is
this magic experience that Clarke
and Rowledge aim to tap into.

For this project, Clarke and
Rowledge’s starting point was the
notion of things being ‘shelved’.
In their original proposal they
asked, “Who are the ‘shelved‘
ones in Tunbridge Wells? Are they
the elderly, custodians of history;
the displaced through migration,
needing a sense of place; and/or the
disadvantaged; all deserving of time
and recognition.” While Tunbridge
Wells has a reputation as a well-off,
middle-class, middle-England town,
it has its own problems of poverty
and social exclusion. So “creating
conversations about the collections
that would otherwise not be heard”
was an important part of the project.
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Starting with some hard-to-love
bric-a-brac collected in the local
charity shops, they began their
efforts to give these ‘drifters’ new
identities. How could Clarke and
Rowledge shift their appeal by
remodelling, combining and altering
them? How far did they need to
go? They interrogated the objects,
asking what does this offer, what is
the game, how can we make this
object or series of objects engaging?
The resulting works form nine
groups of related objects: Landed
Gentry, Limbo, Lost Souls, Vacant,
Housed, Still Life, Shelved, Zoo and
Greetings From Tunbridge Wells .
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Lost Souls is formed of a series of
worn out shoe leathers, attached
to the wall with handmade, 9ct
gold tacks. On their first researches
around the town, Clarke and
Rowledge met the highly skilled
cobbler at Quality Shoe Repairs in
Mount Pleasant Road. They saw the
quantity of waste leather soles from
the repair trade, that had literally
paced the streets of Tunbridge
Wells, as a new material. A great
example of their collaborative
process, Rowledge had to work
with the worn leather, where she is
used to working with virgin leather,
and tooled the soles with black
typewriting carbon. She says,
“the lines amplify the tonal range
of the soles and almost look like
pathways”. Clarke saw the metal
tacks used in shoe repair as the
bridge to his own practice and
knowledge of metalwork. Elevated
by being handmade instead of
mass produced, and in gold instead
of base metal, his new, gold tacks
attach the soles just as in their
original function, but not to shoes,
to the wall instead. Once again
apparent rubbish is being highlighted
as something that has innate beauty.
In all these works, Clarke and
Rowledge truly adopt the sayings
‘’one person’s trash is another
person’s treasure” and “beauty is
in the eye of the beholder” and by
questioning our perceived values
they point to the subjectivity of
taste. They have challenged their
own sense of taste, and ours,
in rescuing and re-presenting
unfashionable, rejected objects,
the things that local people have
sent to charity shops. And after all,
the people of Tunbridge Wells have
a reputation for discerning taste.
When Grayson Perry presented
a Bafta-winning Channel 4
documentary ‘All in the Best
Possible Taste with Grayson Perry’,
he chose Tunbridge Wells as one
of three featured towns as he saw
it as a place where people select
objects for their homes very
carefully in order to communicate
their middle-class values.

Shelved is an impressive and
highly inventive project which will
encourage audiences to interact, ask
questions and get involved. One of
the results of Clarke and Rowledge’s
questioning approach which has
already happened is that staff
have looked afresh at the history
of the museum, both hidden and
documented, and how it influences
the way they may display objects
and tell stories for future audiences.
Through their creativity and the
urge to make and communicate,
Clarke and Rowledge shine a
spotlight on overlooked places,
spaces, things and people. In so
doing they encourage us all to look
afresh, to notice and appreciate
what might have been right under
our noses all along. As a result of
this project Clarke and Rowledge
would like visitors to think again
about the world of objects in our
streets, shops, museums and homes.
They urge us to relook at our own
possessions, renew our connections
with them, take them down, dust
them off and put them back in a
fresh way. Start seeing qualities we
didn’t see before, like getting to
know a new person.
Louise Taylor, November 2017 2
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1. Collecting policies for museums have changed
considerably over the last 50 years. In the 1960s and
1970s donations were often brought and left at a museum,
with or without donors’ contact details, for its curators to
decide whether they would add them to their collections.
Current acquisition procedures require donors to provide
details of the object, its provenance and their right
to its title, for an expert panel to consider whether
to accept it according to that museum’s collecting
policy. If accepted, legally binding paperwork
ensures the terms of donation are ethical and
agreed by both parties. Nothing is acquired
that would not add cultural value to the
collections, as set out in the museum’s
collecting policy.
2. All quotations taken from interviews by Louise
Taylor with Tracey Rowledge & David Clarke in
June and October 2017.
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 helved displays in Tunbridge Wells
Museum & Art Gallery, Tunbridge
Wells Library, Tunbridge Wells Adult
Education Centre & The Dog’s Trust.

